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Arcadia has invited the Lakeland
Chamber of Commerce to come down
next week and .take a look at the aviation camps, and incidentally visit with
her. We have no doubt but that the
acceptance will be as cordial as the
spirit of the invitation, and that a
very large part of the membership
will avail themselves of the opportunity to visit our pretty and progressive neighbor, and give Uncle Sam's
n
and their equipment the
once over. It will be a trip well worth
while in more ways than one.
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Greetings
stationery or cards of our
supplying. That will Insure
a daintiness and appropriateness beyond criticism. Better make your selections of
cards as soon as you can.
They are so pretty that people who never sent cards before are doing so now. Early choosers naturally get the
on

bird-me-

Lakeland citizens are not strong

for tinkering with their charter, and
even meritorious amendments are

sometimes turned down. A new charter,, embodying the Ideas that make
for better and more effective government should be prepared and presented to the next session of the Legislature. If the best and most patriotic
people of the community cbuld get together and frame such an instrument, they would do a public service
of great value.
The High School

Cadets

marched
through the business section' of the
city this morning and made a splendid
showing a sight long to be remembered. The boys drill like
veterans,
and when their time comes, if ' h,
should, they will each have a marvelous advantage over their fellows from
their present military experience.
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"There is nothing so demoralizing in this world
as sentiment that finds no outcome in action."
Have you started that savings account ?
Have you bought any War Saving Stamps?
Are you saving to invest in the next Liberty Loan?
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